
Sailing was never so enjoyable aboard a 41 foot yacht.

With her powerful hull, the Sun Odyssey 410 perfects the art of 
sailing and comfort on board.

Welcome to the new generation.Su
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Sun Odyssey 410 Fast Facts!
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SO410Sun Odyssey
NEW GENERATION

Sun Odyssey 410 Fast Facts!

Fact: Walk-around side decks
Benefit: ease of access from the cockpit to the deck and safer and more secure.

Fact: The most advanced latest thinking in cruising hull design.
Benefit: Increased stability, balance and motion at sea.

Fact: High Cockpit seat coamings.
Benefit: More weather protection and more comfortable lumber support.

Fact: Lower gooseneck
Benefit: Much greater ease of packing the mainsail into the boom-bag.

Fact: Large swim-platform with electric drive option.
Benefit: Ease of access from marina or from tender.

Fact: L-shaped helm seating.
Benefit: Allows seating directly behind, or outboard of wheels for comfort and a clear view forward.

Fact: Primary winches adjacent to helms.
Benefit: Makes short-handed sailing easy.

Fact: Life-raft locker under cockpit floor open to transom.
Benefit: Not unsightly on the pushpit or deck, and easily jettisoned off the transom in an emergency.

Fact: Generous water capacity (300L + optional 200L)
Benefit: More time on-board between re-fills.

Fact: Generous fuel capacity.
Benefit: More cruising range.

Fact: Shaft drive.
Benefit: Less maintenance.

Fact: L-shaped keel.
Benefit: Lower centre of effort, no snagging and better tracking.

Fact: Cathedral rigging.
Benefit: Lower centre of effort & therefore increased stability.

Fact: Fully rectangular beds.
Benefit: More comfortable and can use conventional bedding.

Fact: Level floors throughout.
Benefit: Ease of movement down below.

Fact: Full sized forward facing nav’ station.
Benefit: Safe to use at sea with full sized charts.

Fact: Central Chaise Lounge that combines as additional dinette seating.
Benefit: Comfort and safety.

Fact: Cruising World ‘Best Sized Cruiser over 38th” 2019.
Benefit: Acknowledged for its combination of price point, performance & innovative features.


